Version 5.0.0: 06/24/2009
Bug fixes with decoding Blob information
Support for V12 blobs stored in record
Preferences: Allow users to specify a GMT time offset
Support for parsing logs greater than 2GB in size


Version 5.0.3:  04/27/2011
Added "Size" to Log view, and Filter

Version 5.0.4:  09/07/2011
Full official release of LogTools 5.x
Updated BBBase & DisplayLIst components
For v2004 logs: fixed a bug on record number for deleted records in Log and Record view


Version 5.1.0:  10/26/2011
Context View window: You can now double click (or right-click) on a Context row to jump to a log-view list of items for the Context
	When selecting a table for the Table View window, the selection dialog now shows:
	 - Table Number
	 - Table Name
	 - Table UUID
	  ...and the user can type a filter string against any of them, or sort the selection display
When displaying the activity type in both LogView & Table View, we are now presenting a more description Action Type
Record view window: Bug fix: When showing a row for a blob that is stored externally to the record, the blob was not being found, even if it is in a currently open log.  FIXED.
When loading a Schema, we now check for mismatches between table numbers from the LT Schema/4D Schema/.Match File
`File/Preferences: Added an option to log some kinds of errors to a Console window
Record View Window: For Alpha/Text fields, show the length of the text in the Info column


Version 6.0.0:  01/18/2013
Upgraded Source to v12

Version 6.0.1:  03/20/2013
Bug fix regarding deleted fields in Table viewer
Bug fix regarding errantly reported "Mismatch between UUID and Table number" when loading logs


Version 6.0.2:  05/01/2013
Analytics Screen: New


Version 6.0.4:  08/14/2013
Bugfix in deleting items from a log
Change tracking of Operation ID array from Longint to real


Version 6.0.5:  08/15/2013
Clear out MS Windows Virtual Store on Logout

Version 6.0.5:  08/16/2013
Debugging on operation ID's above 2^31

Version 7.0.0:  02/03/2014
Support for 4D V14 Logs
Preferences/Filters: Create the option to Always hide Sequence Number operations


Version 7.0.1:  03/21/2014
Preferences/Log View: Show Table Numbers: new feature

Version 7.0.2:  03/26/2014
Bug-fix on deleted record table & number

Version 7.0.3:  07/14/2014
Bug fix: App was crashing on Mac with SET MENU BAR

Version 7.0.4:  07/15/2014
Performance fix for very large logs

Version 7.0.5:  07/17/2014
Bug fix in reading primary Key/Strings:  was causing subsequent bugs in reading the record.

Version 7.0.6:  07/21/2014
Record View for deleted records: BugFixes.

Version 7.0.7:  07/21/2014
Added the Tool (menu option) to combine Journal Files.

Version 7.0.8:  03/30/2015
Splitting Journal files:  Give choice of where to put the split point


Version 7.1.0:  05/04/2015, build 1000
Internal Code refactoring
Filtering: Added Primary Key filtering
LogView: Added Primary keys
LogView: If opening v14 logs, then don't show Transaction information
Record viewer: display of Blobs:  bug fixes for v14 logs

Version 7.1.1:  05/06/2015, build 1001
Bug fix in reading contexts

Version 7.2.0:  10/16/2015, build 1002
Support for v2004 and previous logs has been dropped
Contexts: there was a bug introduced in storing Contexts.
Record Viewer: this form has been re-arranged.
Filter screen:
   for Tables: only show the tables that are contained in the current open logs
   for Activyt Types: only show the activity types that are contained in the current open logs


Version 7.3.0:  03/16/2016, build 1010
Schema/Import screen: modifications to prioritize Structure Definition XML over Match file

Internal Shema usage: if both a Structure Definition XML and a Match file have been imported, use the Structure Definition XML instead of the Match file

Modified to take advantage of new LT Export Schema v5.3

Version 7.3.1:  03/22/2016, build 1011
Fix made to the way we get Table numbers.  Previously, we read the table number from the journal operation.  
	We've discovered that in databases where there are deleted tabled, this table number is NOT the same table number as in the Structure.  Now we will prefer to calculate table numbers based on the table UUID within the operation, and mainly ignore the table number as stated by the operation.

Version 7.3.2:  03/23/2016, build 1012
When doing File/Open Folder, ONLY open files ending in .Journal, .4BL, or containing "4DDebugLog"


